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Abstract: New dental accreditation standards emphasize that graduates must be competent in the use of critical thinking (a high cognitive-level skill). Despite this new standard, most written assessments in dental school courses are still based on low cognitive-level questions. The aim of this study was to determine if an exercise that allows students to collaboratively write exam questions would help cultivate higher cognitive levels of learning. To evaluate this exercise at one U.S. dental school, the cognitive level (according to Bloom’s taxonomy) of multiple-choice exam questions and students’ scores across two cohorts in a cariology course were compared. This evaluation took place using a control group in which questions were instructor-generated and an intervention group in which students worked in groups to develop questions. All students in one first-year class participated in the intervention group (n=104); all students in the first-year class two years earlier served as the control group (n=106). Among students in the intervention group, the response rate to a post-intervention survey measuring students’ attitudes about the experience was 70% (N=73). The results showed that the students generating their own assessments developed higher cognitive-level exam questions than the instructor-generated assessments. The intervention group (with student-generated assessments) also performed as well or better on tests compared to the control group (with instructor-generated assessments). In the intervention group survey, the vast majority of students agreed that the exercise was helpful for their overall learning experience, but working in teams was said to be the least valuable component of the activity for their learning. This study suggests that student-driven, collaborative assessments can be an important tool for building critical thinking skills in dental classrooms and that it may be worthwhile to expand this type of exercise into other courses.
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Testing is one of the most effective ways to promote student learning. The Commission on Dental Accreditation (CODA) suggests in its predoctoral dental accreditation standards that a key way to build critical thinking is through “use of questions by instructors that require students to analyze problem etiology, compare and evaluate alternative approaches, provide rationales for plans of action, and predict outcomes” (p. 22). Critical thinking was defined by Hendricson et al. as “the reflective process in which individuals assess a situation or evaluate data by using mental capacities characterized by [verbs] such as compare, analyze, distinguish, reflect, and judge.” Therefore, to effectively assess if dental students can demonstrate critical thinking skills, instructors must make an effort to develop assessments that allow students to develop analysis and judgment, the skills frequently referred to as “higher-level thinking,” a reference to Bloom’s taxonomy. Assessments based on low cognitive-level questions—such as recall—do not help students develop the kind of learning they will need to demonstrate as practitioners.

Multiple-choice questions are one of the most frequently used assessment methods in dental schools. However, many of those assessments are still based on low cognitive-level questions (i.e., representing students’ ability to understand and remember) versus higher cognitive-level questions (i.e., representing students’ ability to evaluate and synthe-
This problem is not limited to dentistry since studies show similar low cognitive-level exam questions in other fields. A key challenge in developing complex assessments is the difficulty instructors report in developing higher cognitive-level questions. Another significant obstacle is that multiple-choice question formats pose more acute challenges for measuring higher-level thinking skills.

This study examined an innovative student-centered method to develop exams with questions at higher cognitive levels to enhance learning. Exam questions and scores were compared across two years. In one group (control), instructors wrote the questions. In the other group (intervention), students contributed to question development. Our research questions were as follows: 1) Are student-generated exam questions associated more with higher cognitive-level assessments than instructor-generated questions? 2) Are student-generated exam questions at a higher cognitive level associated with similar or improved performance than achieved by students tested with lower cognitive-level questions? 3) Do students perceive that collaborative production of exam questions is helpful to their learning?

In a dental education setting, there have been no prior published studies about student item generation. Two key studies outside of dentistry documented positive outcomes from the pedagogical practice, but they had some methodological limitations. Fellenz described a similar activity, the Multiple Choice Item Development Assessment (MCIDA), in a small business school course. Those students participating in the MCIDA reported that the exercise improved their understanding of key course concepts and served as a valuable learning experience. However, that study did not examine direct measures of learning outcomes, such as student performance on key course assessments, and it did not include a comparison group. Others examined a student-generated question exercise in medical school and found a decrease in students’ self-reported testing anxiety but mixed results about its impact on their exam performance. However, that study did not control for cognitive level of the assessment questions across cohorts.

The aim of our study was to use a quasi-experimental design to assess student learning outcomes through direct measures of exam performance, accounting for student background and cognitive complexity of the assessments. The study also sought to understand the students’ perceived value of the exercise and to isolate components of the activity said to be more or less useful to the students.

Materials and Methods

Permission was granted by the University of Michigan’s Institutional Review Board to conduct this study. The course used in the study was the Cariology II course. The Cariology I (fall term) and II (winter term) courses are taught in the first year of the DDS curriculum to establish didactic foundational knowledge (through both traditional lecture formats and online content delivery), caries detection skills development (through hands-on laboratory and clinical exercises), patient case discussions, and additional clinical experiences to enhance and facilitate active student learning, critical thinking, problem-solving, and use of evidence-based information for dental caries detection, diagnosis, risk assessment, prevention, and management. The goal is to prepare students to be able to perform these skills (dental caries detection, diagnosis, risk assessment, prevention, and management) during clinical care throughout their dental education (years 1-4 of dental school), after graduation, and as lifelong learners. During the two courses, these skills are assessed with a combination of examinations, practical exercises, short clinical decision making papers, and development of evidence-based treatment plans in patient scenarios (first individually and then challenging students in groups to reach team-based consensus). Assessment is geared towards having students apply knowledge and critically think through possible solutions, using best available evidence, to solve clinical problems and justify their answers.

All students who participated in the student-generated exam exercise represented the intervention group (n=104) for the study. Exams for this group consisted primarily of questions that were student-generated, with very few faculty-generated questions. The control group was comprised of students enrolled two years earlier, who did not complete the exercise and instead completed instructor-generated exams (n=106).

Student-Generated Exam Question Assignment

In the intervention year (2013), students were assigned to groups of three. Each student group was randomly given a lecture from which they were to generate three multiple-choice exam questions based on a clinical scenario they had to generate. They could use images used in class or downloaded
The exam questions were given a cognitive score based on a modified Bloom’s taxonomy. In this process, it was necessary to concurrently evaluate the test item in the context of the pedagogy used. For example, a test question on evidence about xylitol may measure a concept at a low cognitive level if students needed to recall facts given directly by the instructor in class, but it may be scored at a higher level if students needed to make more inferences about the evidence. Therefore, it was necessary to determine a consensus score collectively and have all three scorers come to agreement about a score for each question. Therefore, overall interrater reliability statistics were not computed; however, there was 88% agreement between the two assessment professionals’ initial ratings.

The scorers rated the questions as follows: Level 1=low cognitive level (measuring recall, knowledge, and comprehension); Level 2=medium cognitive level (measuring clinical application and analysis); Level 3=high cognitive level (measuring evidence-based decision making, synthesis, and evaluation). Table 1 shows examples of student-generated questions rated at each level by the scorers. Following the blinded scoring, the experts met to reach a forced agreement for questions with different ratings. Within a month, 10% of the questions were rescored to assess the level of repeatability between the first and second ratings, and a high degree of consistency was found (weighted kappa=0.88). A kappa with linear weights was used in which a weight of 1.0 was used for total agreement, 0.5 was given to adjacent levels, and 0 was assigned to categories spaced two levels apart (or \( w = 1 - \frac{i}{(k-1)} \)), where \( k \) =number of categories [3] and \( i \) =difference in raters’ categories. Finally, we designed a post-intervention survey to capture the intervention group’s perceptions of their learning gains and experience with the exam writing exercise. (The survey is available from the corresponding author.)

**Statistical Analysis**

Information collected about the students in the intervention and control groups included entering Dental Admission Test (DAT) scores, grade point averages (GPAs), and winter semester and D1 year GPAs. These data were compared between the two groups using a Mann-Whitney Rank Sum Test. The cognitive level of the midterm exam questions was compared to the cognitive level of the final exam questions for both the student-generated and instructor-generated exam questions.
Students in the intervention group had significantly higher mean DAT scores than the control group, although the difference was small (0.7) (Table 2). There was also a significantly higher mean score on the perceptual ability section of the DAT for the intervention group than the control group, but again with a small difference (0.7). There were no significant differences (all p>0.05) in entering GPA, first-year dental GPA, and first-year winter semester GPA between students in the intervention and control groups.

**Cognitive Level of Student-Generated Questions**

Of the student-generated exams, over two-fifths (42.2%) of the exam items were found to assess high-level cognitive skills (Table 3). In comparison, a very small proportion (15.6%) of the instructor-authored items measured skills such as evidence-based decision making, synthesis, and evaluation. However,
Additionally, the students in the intervention group performed higher on the final exam (average score 89.0%) than did the control group (average score 86.3%), but this difference was not statistically significant.

Students’ Perceptions of the Exercise

To assess how the students perceived the process of student-centered exam creation, students in the intervention group were surveyed. A majority (79%) of the responding students agreed that the exercise was helpful for their overall learning experience, over three-quarters (77%) that it helped them on exams, and most (73%) that the assignment enhanced their critical thinking skills. The students also praised the integrative functions of the pedagogical activity: 80% agreed that it helped them apply ideas from lecture to clinic, and 81% reported that it assisted them with making connections between ideas learned in Cariology I and other courses.

Positive student feedback was also reflected by comments on the post-course survey. One student stated, “I think that this exercise was the best learning tool I’ve seen here. I really learned well having to...”
ally, the students rated working in teams as the least valuable aspect for their learning (M=2.5 on a scale from 1=least valuable to 5=most valuable) (Table 4).

The students were also asked for their suggestions to enhance the exercise for future classes. Key suggestions were to improve the student group dynamics by assigning fewer questions per group and to allow each group to generate questions from multiple lectures instead of only one. Another common suggestion was to have the instructors provide students with continuous feedback throughout the semester. One student explained, “I really found the feedback from the instructors extremely helpful . . . especially if it is one of my questions. I would recommend more feedback from instructors.” Another common suggestion was for the instructors to generate clearer guidelines for generating exam questions and to provide more examples for the students.

Figure 1. Mean cognitive-level scores of exam questions generated by instructors and students

*Statistically significant at p<0.05

To understand the relative perceived usefulness of various components of the exercise, students were asked to rate the value for their learning of key aspects of the exercise: working in teams, use of a collaborative web-based tool (Google Docs), the opportunity for instructor feedback, the chance to practice exam questions, and the opportunity for extra credit. Of these components, working in teams was the only one rated significantly differently (p=0.009) in comparison to use of Google Docs and the opportunity for instructor feedback. Additionally, the students rated working in teams as the least valuable aspect for their learning (M=2.5 on a scale from 1=least valuable to 5=most valuable) (Table 4).

The students were also asked for their suggestions to enhance the exercise for future classes. Key suggestions were to improve the student group dynamics by assigning fewer questions per group and to allow each group to generate questions from multiple lectures instead of only one. Another common suggestion was to have the instructors provide students with continuous feedback throughout the semester. One student explained, “I really found the feedback from the instructors extremely helpful . . . especially if it is one of my questions. I would recommend more feedback from instructors.” Another common suggestion was for the instructors to generate clearer guidelines for generating exam questions and to provide more examples for the students.
Discussion

In this study, the cognitive levels of student-generated final exam questions were found to be significantly higher compared to instructor-created assessments (Figure 1). Despite this increased level of cognitive complexity, students performed at an equivalent level on the exams (Figure 2). Although cognitive complexity is not equivalent to difficulty, the higher cognitive-level questions did not diminish student performance, suggesting that the exercise aided in increased learning.

There was no statistically significant difference between the cognitive levels of the two midterms. Because the final student-generated exams were found to be more cognitively complex than the instructor-generated ones, it could be that students benefited from instructor feedback and learning from previous groups’ attempts. These results suggest that the exercise may have cultivated students’ critical thinking skills as a result of peer discussion and communication through group work. Instructors are therefore advised to continue the exercise throughout a term or year, rather than as a one-time assignment. However, in spite of the equivalent levels of complexity, students in the intervention group scored significantly better on the midterm than those in the control group, again suggesting enhanced learning.

One limitation of the study is the possibility that these differences were due to groups’ significantly different entering DAT scores although their entering, first-year, and winter semester GPA scores were not different (Table 2). However, this DAT score difference was very small and considering that college GPA has generally been found to be the best
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Figure 2. Students’ mean performance on final and midterm exams

*Significant difference between the intervention group (student-generated questions) and control group (instructor-generated questions) (p<0.05)
students memorize items seen in advance, a practice that would reflect lower-level Bloom’s taxonomy learning outcomes (e.g., recall). Indeed, others have found that a possible drawback of student-centered test generation is that students will memorize items seen in advance, limiting possible gains in cognitive development. However, as shown in Table 4, many students did not perceive this to be the case, with only about a third (31.5%) rating this aspect of the exercise as the most valuable component. As one student stated, “This is a great way to learn. I really enjoyed it and it helped me focus on learning the material, not on what they will ask questions about.” Furthermore, the instructors made minor modifications to the student-generated questions for the actual exams, and the students were warned about this possibility beforehand. Both student perceptions and instructor practice suggest that any testing effect may not necessarily be a drawback to the collaborative assessment approach (i.e., performance benefits would be attributed to learning processes other than memorization).

Why were these students more successful at creating higher level exam questions than the expert instructors? We can only speculate, but it could be that the conditions under which the students wrote the questions (collaborative generation, with guidance and feedback from instructors) were very different from conditions in which many faculty typically write exam questions (individually, with little feedback from others). Indeed, in a faculty development predictor of dental school academic performance, it is very unlikely that the differences observed were due to the groups’ not being comparable. Another possible limitation of the study is that the students were not randomly assigned to the intervention and comparison groups (who took different tests); therefore, there may have been unobserved differences between the two populations that would account for differential performance.

The students’ perceptions of the exercise were positive overall. However, the students found team-based learning to be the least valuable aspect of the exercise. Although the assignment could be completed individually, many instructors wish to foster collaborative skills as a key pedagogical goal. Key recommendations made by students to improve the group process were assigning fewer questions per group and allowing groups to generate questions from multiple lectures instead of one. Instructors may also find it helpful to consult resources that offer recommendations about how to help teams function well, such as deliberate group assignment and peer evaluation. Future research could test if there are differential rates of learning, comparing individually written questions with team-authored assessments. Additionally, because one limitation of this study is that we used a non-validated instrument for the post-intervention survey, future researchers may wish to explore this specific question with a validated instrument on team-based functions.

A testing effect (having students practice questions first before answering them again on the exam) could potentially explain the increased performance on the midterm exam questions. This effect would not necessarily be a negative explanatory factor because practice testing has been identified as one of the most powerful study techniques for student learning.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Least Valuable</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>Most Valuable</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Working in teams</td>
<td>31.5%</td>
<td>23.3%</td>
<td>19.2%</td>
<td>15.1%</td>
<td>11.0%</td>
<td>2.51*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using Google Docs</td>
<td>19.2%</td>
<td>21.9%</td>
<td>28.8%</td>
<td>20.5%</td>
<td>9.6%</td>
<td>2.79</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Getting extra credit</td>
<td>20.5%</td>
<td>15.1%</td>
<td>15.1%</td>
<td>23.3%</td>
<td>26.0%</td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Getting instructor feedback</td>
<td>17.8%</td>
<td>15.1%</td>
<td>21.9%</td>
<td>23.3%</td>
<td>21.9%</td>
<td>3.19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seeing exam questions before taking exam</td>
<td>11.0%</td>
<td>24.7%</td>
<td>15.1%</td>
<td>17.8%</td>
<td>31.5%</td>
<td>3.34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Statistically significant at p<0.05 in comparison to items using Google Docs and getting instructor feedback.
workshop for dental faculty with peer feedback and collaborative learning, instructors were better able to design learning activities and assessments that deepened students’ use of critical thinking skills than they were alone. Another possible explanation is that experts’ difficulty with articulating tacit knowledge is well documented, so it may be that novices are better able to identify new applications and evaluative perspectives for concepts.

Overall, the students generated higher cognitive-level exam questions than the instructors and performed well on assessments, suggesting that student-driven, collaborative assessments are an important tool for building critical thinking skills in dental classrooms. Given the documented challenges of instructors’ development of high-level assessment items, this approach offers another vehicle for generating multiple-choice questions with improved levels of cognitive complexity. Other ideas for fostering dental students’ critical thinking skills in the classroom include using interactive pedagogies that ask students to make predictions and synthesize data, teaching formal decision analysis, giving writing assignments (e.g., written critique of an advertisement), and asking students to think aloud as they solve problems.

Conclusion

This study sought to determine if an exercise that allows students to collaboratively write exam questions would help cultivate higher cognitive levels of learning. The results showed that students who generated their own exam questions developed higher cognitive-level questions than the instructor-generated ones. The intervention group (with student-generated assessments) performed as well or better on the exams than the control group (with instructor-generated assessments). The data presented here support the expansion of this exercise into other predoctoral dental classroom experiences and offer another assessment approach that is viable for larger classrooms.
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